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As the Information Technology (IT) development of Fujian Post, it 
becomes more and more common that Virtual Team management applies to 
project management. In traditional organization structure, Virtual Team is 
confronted with low efficiency and many new problems when applying to 
project management of Information Technology. Since a constructional 
project could be involved with several departments or business units, it is 
very difficult in management and communication, and members of Virtual 
Team could be new to each other. Thus, the effective communication on 
trust basis and the following performance assessment are supposed to be 
focused on. 
Firstly, the dissertation analyses the emergence, forming of Virtual 
Team and the status of Information Technology project management in 
Fujian Post. Secondly, it demonstrates the necessary of Virtual Team 
management in Fujian Post IT project management. Lastly, based on the 
case of internet consolidation in Fujian Post export project, the dissertation 
combines basic theory & method with the fact that Virtual Team 
management in internet consolidation of Fujian Post export project, and 
illustrates how to manage Virtual Team in Post IT project. Further more, it 
expatiates how to resolve the problems of Virtual Team management in 
practice and ensure the project effectuality by applying theories of CSCW 
(Computer Supported Collaborative Work) and Virtual Team management. 
The research proves that the improvement on Virtual Team management is 
very important in Post IT project. As a common part of project management, 
it should be feasible and necessary to apply the theory & method of Virtual 
Team management in Post IT projects. 
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